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I. INTRODUCTION

There are several ways in which an effective Hamiltonian can be

defined. Accordingly, at the outset, we have to state clearly what meaning

ve shall be ascribing to the word. Here are some examples of it3 various

connotations.

Consider a Hamiltonian in the form

H - H
where (1)

It is applied in quantum optics in the description of the n, modes of a

field, interacting under condition of generalized resonance:
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(2)

Note that this Hamiltonian is characterized by the fact that the interaction

Hifct leads to transition within the enersr shells of the free Hamiltonian

ft0. This ia ensured hy the condition (2).

Another case is that of generalization of the well-known

Dicke Hamiltonian in the rotating wave approximation to k-photon

resonance:

where (3)

Here also, interaction leads to transitions within the energy shells of the

free part only.

Hamiltoniana of the form (l) and (3) are due to Shen and Walla ,

and are referred to as effective Hemlltonians. Notwithstanding that, owing

to the great advantages they present in practice, the authors who had

recourse to them are truly innumerable, the procedure of their derivation

has hardly been given the attention it merits.
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Consider a Hamiltonian, given aa the sum of a free part 7Ca and the

interactive part aSf. J. :

In this paper, we shall be using the vords "Effective Hamiltonian" to denote

the Hamiltonian arising from 7€ on application of the canonical transformation,

diagonalizingdt with respect to the energy shells of the free part 3to- We

shov that Hamiltonians of the type3 Cl) and (3) are comprized by the above

definition and can be derived from standard forms of Hamiltonians describing

mutually interacting matter and radiation by applying a tine-independent

canonical transformation. In the course of our proof we shall derive a form

. of perturbation calculus particularly well adapted to problems in which the

spectrum of the initial operator presents a high degree of degeneracy.

The structure of our paper is the following. In Section II we derive

the necessary canonical transformation, equivalent to diagonalization of the

initial Hamiltonian with respect to the energy shells of the free part, i.e.

the canonical transformation equivalent to the non-secular part of perturba-

tion calculus. In Section III we concretize the physical assumptions regarding

the systems under consideration. The next step consists in the derivation)

in Section IV, of effective Hamiltonians for the material system at interaction

with the radiation field. Finally, in Section V, these Hamiltonians are

given in the two-level approximation of the material system, in particular

for cases of multi-photon resonances. They are then applied to a discussion

of the generalized Dicke superradiant state. Section VI gives generalized

Maxwell-Bloch equations as well as a discussion of the realization of the

rotating vave approximation within the framework of the formalism applied by

us.

The method we propose for deriving the effective Hamiltonians has

some rather loose connections with the work of other authors. The idea

itself is similar to that of Heitler , who uses the interaction picture, in

his form of perturbation calculus- There are, as well, certain connections

with the ideas put forward by Michels and Suttorp in a number of papers

concerning degenerate perturbation calculus, where stress is laid on use of

field theory methods; since they deal with time-dependent perturbation

calculus, they too apply the interaction picture.

3y using effective Hamiltanians in the two-level approximation it is

relatively easy to derive Maxwell-Block equations, generalized for nonlinear

processes. In the case of the classical field, one can go over to Bloch

equations for multi-photon processes along the path opened by the work of

Grisehkowsky, Loy and Llao and expanded by Sayfeh and Nayfeh and
7

Friedmann and Wilson-Gordon •
Q

We should also mention the approach of Rosenberg , being an

extension of scattering theory and having recourse to the resolvent

operator.

II. CANONICAL TRANSFORMATION FOHMALISM

We consider a Hermitian operator, of the form:

(5)

where e is the perturbation parameter (e << 1). Assume <"TO to have a

discrete (in general degenerate) spectrum and the solution of its eigen^

problem

(6)

to be known. The coefficient a labels states belonging to the subspace

LJ , corresponding to the eigenvalue E ^ (If t£ denotes a Hamiltonian,

L. is an energy shell). The states I i, o > form an orthonormal basis in

the Hllbert space in which the operators Pi* act:

(7)

In other words, we have assumed the following spectral distribution of the

operator ft :

(S)
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where the p ro jec to r opera tors P i are expressed by thje formulae

(9)

Henceforth (unless spec i f ied otter-wise) the term (non)diagonali ty w i l l be

used in the meaning of (non)diagonal i ty with, respect t o the subspaces L^.

We s h a l l be applying the following symbols t o denote the operat ion of

taking the diagonal and nondiagonal p a r t s :

P. P. ( ) 5/_ p P ' Cl0)

respectively. rnhe prime at 2 in the preceding formula stands for sumation
over i /* J- Also, we shall often by applying the "dash operation",
defineii as follows:

( . . . )

.-1

Moreover, some readily proved r e l a t i ons wil l be helpful l a t e r on. For

arlii.tnry operators A ind ' , He Tol;ow :ig formulae hold:

o,
(12)

c a n o n i c a l t r a n s f o r m a t i o n , d i a g o n a l i z i n g t h e o p e r a t o r JC ( E ) , I S q u i t e

to perform i . e . unitary operator WU) can be defined such that the

(13)

a diagonal (remember: with respect to linear subspaces 1^)

- 5 -

The meaning of this procedure i s obvious, tfe have here a perturbation

calculus procedure conceived in th* spi r i t of the canonical transformation

method proposed by Heitler (cf also ). To achieve this aim, i t suffices

to chose

where

in the following form ;

U(e) (15)

(16)

The operators 1L , Xo, . . . , X , . . . are anti-Hermitian:

X =• ~Y (17)

Since we are interested in diagonaH*ing / t (e) with respect t o the l inear
subapaces L^ only, these operators can be assumed to be nondiagonal
without loss of generali ty

x;-o .
Obviously, the condition of unitarity of the operator

(18)

(19 >

i s sa t i s f i ed automatically. Moreover A ( e ) , likewise to tK{t), can be
expressed in the form of a s e r i e s :

(20)

We now proceed to determine the explicit form of the operators <K„•

To this aim, it is useful to transform (13) to the equivalent form:



(21)

On equating the term at identical povers of the perturbation parameter e

we obtain the formula :

'0 , m = 0,7,2,...,(22)

where the operators 1A. are defined as the expansion coefficients of ic(e)

in powers of E;

and are given by the expressions:

(23)

v

The symbol

integers

t^], stands for summation over a l l sets of £ non-negative
»U, m , . . . , m,, fulfill ing the condition:

2m1 + 3 m- + ... •+- I m. - I . (25)

The successive operators lit can be obtained by applying a simple

recurrential relation. Let X) denote the operation of ordering the products

of operators •X by writing them from left to right in the order of
m

decreasing indices m:

(26)

A proof of this equality and of the formulae for %£, at % & 5 is given in
Appendix 1.

Let us now return to Eq. (22). For m = 0, i t gives simply
Jt^ = p t • Hence for m > 1 we have:

-7-

IK. (27)

The procedure applied by mt i s visualized graphically in Fig . l . Let us

assume J ^ . X g , • • • » ^ _ ' t a n d ^i> ^2' ""*m-\ *" k j l o v n- ^
aasumptio^Jt la diagonal. On taking the diagonal parts of both terms of
eq. (27) and applying the relations (12),WE determine the operator AT^ from
the following formula J

. . (28)

Next, performing a "dash operation" on the right- and left-hsnd sides of

eq. (27), we calculate the nondiagonal part of Zt n-

. (29)

We still have to determine the diagonal part of the operator ii m- To this

aim, it suffices to invert the relations (26) i.e. to write the 3^'s as

functions of «.,*£,,«,, ...,K and to apply the operation (...)

keeping in mind the assumption X^ •

for the diagonal part of the operators

0 (lS). We thus obtain expressions

M, in the following form I

0,

4
14

(30)

and so forth. For higher and higher orders of the expanaions of

(e) we have:

and

-8-



order I :

order 2:

(31.1)

(31.2)

order ?:

(31.3)

i'

- 9 -

Obvioualy, our chief aim ia to obtain expreaiions for the ST ' s . The
IB

tlm's are but supplementary. However, for the sake of clarity, ve preferred
to give the expressions for the U ' s as well, for m $ 3.

From the practical viewpoint, the most common case is when OC(.E) ia

a linear function of e:

i . e . JCf" r j ̂ [ ^

(32)

formulae now hold:

(33.1)

(33.2)

(33.3)

ycs-(frrrr/+ (Fry ?/?**+ Y4(fr¥?f
-itfrffTlrL i riffw^ i (Trrr0"/

fFj '-iffrvrfr1- f
(33-5)

+(f r +r f rt r rr r J

^
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etc. This case, with, the additional assumption of T = 0 , has been

described by Heitler with, accuracy up to terms of order •* and applying the

interaction picture.

Having derived the formula of the canonical transformation we no

logger need to write c explicitly. We just assume e B as included into

the X^JC^ and 2 ^ , respectively. This Is equivalent to the current pro-

cedure of inserting a perturbation parameter equal to unity.

The advantage of the method proposed above resides in its faJr-reaching

algebraiiation and simplification compared to standard perturbation calculus

and, moreover,in its applicability in cases of high degeneracy of the spectrum

of the initial unperturbed operator X . Its range of applicability is in fact

much wider than it might appear at fir-si sight. Its extension to the caae of

a continuous spectrum of 7C reduces to modifying the definition of the

operations (...) and (...) . In brief, diagonalilation will take place

with accuracy up to some interval and instead of sums, integrals or their

principal values will appear. The use of the Hetsenberg picture is by no

means required; just as well, recorse can be had to e.g. the interaction

picture. Again, the form of eq. (31) remains unchanged; only the definition

of (...) undergoes a modification (an integral over time will appear

therein).

In the absence of degeneracy, eq. (3l) leads directly to the usual

formulae of nondegenerate perturbation calculus for the successive

corrections to the energy eigenvalues. We have:

(35.1)

(35.2)

C35.3)

In particular, by (31), we get immediately

I— i" = L A I

- W - IT
(35.

etc. The primes denote omission of the index i in the sums.
Finally, as an example, we snail consider nondegenerate perturbation

calculus as applied to a Kamiltonian of the form:

where 3 , , S* are spin operators, fulfi l l ing the usual commutation rules J

By applying the unitary operator defined as:

U = e
where the parameter V i a expressed in conformity with

(38)

the relations:

(39)

we diagonaliae ff(36) with respect to the energy shells of the operator

4/2
(ho)

-11- -12-



We now proceed to apply the canonical transformation proposed by us. Having

recourse to •

(5+m5- itr

we obtain

-

0

:< •* o
£

0

0 ,

JC - ( £ + —

etc, i.e.

This result ia in complete agreement with the strict result (Uo), since the
2 2 i/2

expression In brackets is a series expansion of (e * k\ )

In the following sections we 3hov how the results obtained above can
be used to derive the so-called effective Hamiltonians, widely applied in
quantum optics.

I I I . THE MODEL

Basically, we shall be dealing with a system of electrons at inter-

vit;i a radiation field described in terms of a vector potential t.

of the system can be assumed in the form ;

-13-

t-or/

Its components have the following meaning.

U6)

is the nonrelativlstic Hamiltonlan of the q.-th electron moving in an external
radiation field and a scalar potential <j> . Sff^^ refers to the electro-

static interaction of electrons and takes the form:

the prime at ZT meaning that summation bears on q. ^ q^. From the point of

view of our present aims, " ^ & o / * s * r e d u n d a i l t complication and shall be

omitting it throughout. In fact, in many cases of practical significance

the assumption that the electrons interact by way of the radiation field and

the omission of direct Coulomb interaction is fully Justified. It should be

stated that this simplification involves no restriction on, the generality of

the method hut is aimed at enhancing the clarity of our presentation.

Finally,
' rad

is the Hamiltonian of the source-free field of radiation :

1 ) US)

where the fields 2 and S are given in terms of potential as follows 1

—̂
B E — | 4

whence

- l i t -



We now write <?C in a form more adequate to our further considerations:

^ - C#* 4

where the "unperturbed part" <rf has form of the sum:

(51)

The terms ^X-, and tnt- are* expressions, respectively of the f i rs t and
second order in the electron charge e:

^

(53)

C5»0

The above model is of rather high generality. Jy an appropriate
choice of the potential Uf, i t can be f i t ted to the description of various
real physical system, such as the solid (when CP is the spatially periodic
crystal l a t t i ce potential; the la t t i ce vibrations can be included into the
description quite easi ly) . The Hamiltonian of the electrons of an atom,
written in a coordinate system attached to the nucleus, is of the same form.
In the case of a system of many atoms the problem becomes more complicated,
as the Doppler effect has to be taken into account as having various essential
implications i.A. inhomogeneous line broadening. In the a^trpe model (non—

relativistic case) it is sufficient to replace >? by r + v "t+X in

eq.MG), with r the position in the initial moment of time and v the

velocity of the .nucleus of the q-th atom. The atoms are more assumed to

move uniformly, rectillnearly and without colliding. Putting v = 0 on«

hence obtains a Uamiltonian for the case of stationary atoms well adapted to

the description of admixtures in solids.

Our further considerations will be based on the second quantization

formalism. The vector potential of the fields is given as follows:

^ &

-15-

The a +
v , a are uaual boaon operator* o£ creation and annihilation of a

mode, denoted X , comprising the complete set of mode indices:

(56)

As usual, the functions U H?) form an orthonormal set of mode functions

chosen in accordance with the volume V in which the field is to be

quantized

(57)

Since we apply the Coulomb gauge, obviously d i v i c C ^ - 0. Hamiltonian of the

free radiation field now becomes:

(58)

(the fleia energy is counted starting from vacuum value). For the sake of

convenience, we shall sometimes be using an index a equal to "+" or "-"

and the notation:

•yc

C ate , oc - + ,

, 06= + ,

With this notation e.g. the vector potential (55) assumes the form:

(59.1)

(59.2)

(60)

Let /u > be the u-th eigen-atate of the one-electron

Hamiltonian ;

with

(61)

the set of quantum numbers characterizing the electron,

-16-



When dealing with a system of atoms, u will always be meant to include the

number q, labelling the atom teach, atom i s understood to have hut one electron).

In some cases ve shall disjoin q from u, thus meaning 11 to describe the
remaining quantum nunber only; then, we shall write |i ( in place of the
former u.

L e t *« * bu d e n o t e creation and annihilation operators of an
electron in i t s u-tb. Btate. They fulf i l the usual anticommutation rules:

f t / . (62)

The Hamiltonian of mutually noninteracting electrons now takes the form:

*>/

Hence,

Aa to the terms / ^ and Si^ of the Hamiltonian, they become:

(63)

(61.)

(65)

-Y r y (66)

The constants occurring in the preceding formulae have the explicit form:

(67)

(68)

When writing their products, ve shall be omitting the natrieal brackets

separating the indices, thus:

(69)

The eigen-states of the operator 7C *x* tensor products of
eigen-states of the operators <K . and n •, . written as follows;

m d L e l '

I . . . rr/^t . . . (TO)

vhere n^, i s the number of photons of the mode X and m the number of
electrons in the y-th state. The eigen-value corresponding to this function
is equal to

(71)

For a system of 9 one-electron atoms, the eigen-states are of the form:

* i it ,

X > (72)

where

/ . . » ^/uqm I ••• / • (73)

The respective eigen-value is ;

One hence notes that the spectrum of the "free" Hamiltonian 7f i s , in
general, highly degenerate. Thus e.g. if , for tvo electron states p and
v , the condition of photon resonance

K

is fulfilled, the states of the system as a whole with quantum numbers

(75)

1 and H . ^ = 1 , 0 correspond to the samettj^+p ,tn = 0 ,m

eigen-value (71). Similarly, for system of atoms, i f the condition

(76)

-17- -18-



is fulfilled, the states

nK+ P >rtJu» = ° ' >nyq = 1 a n d nx' **V<j ' ! • Wyff = ° correspond

to the same energy (71*). Considering that the equality (76) can be held for

a very great number of atoms and even (as i t is in case of homogeneous line

broadening) for al l the atoms, one readily imagines the order of degeneracy

involved. Hence, instead of standard perturbation calculus, i t is better

to have recourse to the canonical transformation method proposed in the

preceding section.

It results from the explicit form of JL and 7f£ that we shall have

to deal only with operators of the form:

4 C 7 T )

For each operator of the preceding form, we define a number

(78)

defining the balance of frequencies, related with the operators occurring in

(ft . We have made use of the notation:

(79)

If the equality A C^fJ- 0 is fulfilled, we shall be referring to the situa-

tion as generalized resonance of r-th order. We identify the order of the

resonance with the number of photon frequencies occurring in X(or). In

this meaning e.g. the Raman effect, for which a relation of the form

tu,, - ay, +oi = 0 is fulfilled, is a generalized resonance of order 2.

The operator tst" given by formula (77) is diagonal if and only if

\((/T) = 0. Hence the result of performing the operation (...) on

takes the simple form: ^

(80)

_
The other operation, {...), is also easy to perform. One notes that

- 1 9 -

0 =: 0
(81)

if
Thus, e.g.

. -0
**2 J**'

If a given operator is a linear combination of operators Pf". , i $ I, each of

which is of the form ( 7 7 ) , we have:

i -a Jfc )J-Li «i Jff- Lid ̂  , (82)

(83)

where the new coefficients of the linear combinations are defined by the

equalities

J

and

0

0

if
(85)

This is a very simple and at the same time very important result. The

operation { . . . ) , or (...) on operators of the form (77) reduces to trans-

formations of the coefficients at these operators. For simplicity, we use

the same symbols to denote both transformations. For example, we have i

-20-



x

and

1

0

I/".
I/*

As ve shall often require Wick's theorem in the course of the later

sections, we introduce the symbol ": :" to denote the operation of normal

ordering as well as the symbols

(86)

(67)

to denote contractions. If there is but one electron in the system,

£*>£4.--i , <88)

Wick's theorem leads immediately to the equality:

(89)

Hence in the case of many (one-electron) atoms we have, for arbitrary q, the

following relation:

(90)

-21-

In tola vay, ve have prepared the terrain for deriving thfi effective

Haniltonlans. This vi l l t e subject of t&e next section..

IV. EFFECTIVE KAMLTONIANS

Here, we s h a l l derive e f f e c t i v e Hamiltonians for a var ie ty of

s i t u a t i o n s , thus for one and for many e l ec t rons , omitting as wel l taking

into account the term in A in the interact ion Hamiltonian, The r e s u l t s

are applicable t . 8 . t o the descript ion of the one-electron atom, a system of

stat ionary atoms, and e lec trons in a s o l i d . In accordance with a statement of

the preceding s e c t i o n , the extension t o atoms In motion i s straightforward.

He s t a r t from the simplest case:

One e lec tron; A - type interact ion omitted

Since there 1B Tsut one e l e c t r o n , the equal i ty (89) ho lds . We perform

the canonical transformation. Omitting A —type i n t e r a c t i o n , ve are J u s t i f i e d

in applying formulae (33) . We obtain:

vhere

TCj-L

(91)

(92)

(93)

--xi ... &
With regard to formulae (33) we have:

£ M

K*:

(9^.2)

-22-



[juX\ [X ^,gTTj [IT V
and so forth. These formulae make apparent the advantages to be drawn from

The expressions for the numerical co-

re, automatically from the

only if the (generalized

the method proposed in this wort.

efficients K-,4""x"* u^result, as it were, automatically from the general

formulae (33). MoreoverK^"'!''"

resonance) condition

(95)

is fulfilled. Hence, on transformation, the Hamiltonian contains only such

terms as fulfil the energy conservation principle (meaning that they admit

only of transitions between states belonging to the same energy shell). In

a way, the result resembles that obtained when applying the rotating W&ve

Approximation, albeit with the significant advantage of being strict.

Approximations appear only vhen some of the terms of the series (9l) are

omitted.

We wish to draw attention to the following fact. Each JCm

contain:; one term, describing transitions through virtual electronic level*

-23-

m
and terms describing compositions of generalized resonances, i.e. transitions

through at least one real level. They are terms having the form of a product

of two or more diagonal operators. The coefficients K ""' "*• ^ contain

summed together the contributions form the two types of transitions.

The form (91) of the transformed Hamiltonian is still not satisfactory.

Identical effects are described ty different terms; besides, the physical

interpretation of the latter is insufficiently clear. It is desirable to have

a selection of the terms of Jv in conformity with the effects for which they

account. The difficulties vanish on performing normal ordering of the field

operators (the electron operators are already normally ordered). By Wick's

theorem, ve have;

+ •' a*J—*lCi'-ftfj...ft>tfc.«-
{96)

. ) •

Moreover, the following formulae hold:

1—1 Ml 1
(97)

The symbol Pufv^.-.J^^) 3tands for summation over all permutation of pairs

of indices » v , , of the farm :

f •K.+ 1

-2U-



We also have; and so forth. We Introduce the following notation:

and

«*•;

(99) ,

*#-f ...a^j var̂ .

" £5- -26-



permitting the expreaaion of the effective Hamiltonians. in the general form:

. #* - n» _„ yc^ . (102)

Table I Graph i

**0

where

, (103)

(10U)

Obviously, the coefficients v£ „. „ are symmetric in the n first

-remaining m-n photon indices. Moreover

m-h.

This property enables ua to write expressions for the 7c 's in a form

rendering obvious their hermiticity ;

-P ~ym r y t% •

(105)

(106)

Above, he stands for hennitian conjugate. In contradistinction to the
A^'s , the J ^ ' s are not terms of the m-th order in the perturbation
but contain corrections of higher orders. The transition from the Jtl_'s
to the JfetJs corresponds to a partial re-summation of the aeries composing
the Hamiltonian JC • Clearly, the coupling constant
only if

^ ^ non-zero

•=0 . (107)

Diagram representation

The results derived by us above are veil adapted to graphical

representation using graphical symbols of Table I.

-2T-

Mathematical Quantity

/creation ") (b
electron^ \operatorsi

^annihilation) (b^

(creation ~) fttj^
photon) (operators!

(annihilationj / a ^

electron contraction b b

photon contraction a,, aK

"x

[; -]

(J
c.)

coupling constant

coupling constant
n
« . . .X , *t V

Graphical Symbol

— ^ - .

o
CD

Verbal Description

continuous l ine

(away fronf\
directedj (dot

Ctowards J

dashed l ine

(away from}
directed} /dot

[towards )

continuous l ine connecting
two dots

dashed l ine connecting
two dots

dot, in which tvo
continuous lines merge

dot, in which two dashed
lines merge

dot, in which two contig-
uous lines and one dashed
line merge

thickly drawn
cartouche

thinly drawn
cartouche

m l i t t l e c i rc les , in each
of which two continuous l ine
and one dashed line merge,
connected chain-wise by
dashed lines

stdded rectangle, into
which two (continuous)
electron lineB merge

shaded rectangle, into
which two continuous lines
and m daahed linen merge



Moreover, a diagram lacking one of the indices will be assumed to

denote the sum of diagrams over the lacking index. For example

The terms X of the Hamiltonisn JC now take the following form:

Cioa.3)

+(the remaining (2J - 1)3 - 21 diagrams),

(108.1)

(108.2)

I tlO8.lt)

C108.5)

4-*-

+(the remaining (2 - 1)8 • 120 diagrams),

and so forth. In the formulae for J t 3 and 3v ^ we refrained, for the sake
of conciseness, from plotting diagrams differing from those shown as to the
direction of at least one photon line (21 and 120 diagrams, respectively).

Overlooking the internal structure of the diagrams i . e . going over
to a description in terms of the coupling constants Kw*"*J/^
we obtain

! i

+ (the remaining T diagrams)

(109/1)

(109.2)

(109.3)

-+(the remaining 15 diagrams) f (109.4)

etc. In general, for arbitrary m > 1, we have

•J^^Tm
+ (the remaining (2° - 1) diaerams).(llO)

The final step of the preceding part of this section consisted in the

application of normal ordering of the field operators. On having recourse to

expressions of the form:

-30-
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(111.1)

(111.2)

I I

V/////M//7A——• ~ ^-t—<r-o——

e t c . , which represent graphically the relationships between the constants

E + <5E , x\. v a n d t n e coefficients - fCj /^ .^x 14V »we

finally arrive at the following diagrammatic representation of the terms

ft (103, 104): .

- - -^4i////-y//w/

(112)

(113)

Yet another, may be even more convincing visualization ia worth.

mentioning. It consists in the assignment to each. JC of 7C of the corres-
m

ponding scheme of transit ions of the electron spectrum. This i s a one-to-one

assignment; i t can be expressed as follows i

*1

— V

The horizontal lines, denoting electronic levels, are connected by arrows which

define the electron transition. On the other hand, the number and lengths of

the arrows correspond to the number and frequencies 6f the photons taking part

in the process. An arrow pointing upwards denotes absorption whereas one

pointing downwards denotes emission of the corresponding photon. Intermediate

levels have been omitted intentionally. They con be real, or virtual. The

existence of transitions by way of real intermediate states is equivalent to

the existence of compositions of generalised resonances. The structure of these

comnoaitiona, defined by the formulae (33) > is conrplieated and it is by no means

easy to point to some simple procedure leading ta it. Within th« framework of

the frcsent theory the question whether a given transition involves a real or a

virtual level affects the dynamics of the syatem but indirectly . by

affecting the values of the coefficients $S' i XjJ . »«• iin1 Diagrams of the

above form readily permit the classification of the processes of quantum optics.

Figs. 2-5 represent such a classification of the phenomena under'consideration.

described by <SEU and for m $ 3.

One electron; ff2- type interaction taken into account
Taking into consideration the interaction term in A causes but one

complication: instead of the simpler formulae (33), the more highly con-
plicated ones (31) have to be used. In a l l other respects the procedure is
the same; even the final result ia of the same form (103, 104), albeit the
numerical values of the SE,, and x" will contain correctionsSE,. and

r
- 3 2 -

-31-
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for the A - type interaction. We adduce nev formulae for coeffieenta

and so forth, since the subsequent procedure of going over from the 3C to
m

the **^m is identical. Matters are similar regarding the diagrammatic

representation. Apart from their Internal structure, the diagrams will be

the same in either case (formula (1Q9) et seq.q.). .This may suffice, as there

is no seed to re-produce essentially identical considerations.

-33-

Many electrons; cooperative effqeta

This case is more highly- complicated. Although, the free Hamiltonian
J£ has the same, unchanged form C£U),tfce relation (89) is in general no
longer valid. The present considerations refer to e.g. & Bystem of the
electrons of a solid at interaction vith a radiation field, a system of those
of a many-electron atom, or a system of Btany atoms interacting vith a field.
On performing tne canonical transformation liievise as for the ease of one
electron ve obtain, instead of (92, 93), the following expressions:

X, ~ (116)

1/ m

The constants of above formulae are of the form:

K «-
(118.1)

(118.2)

(11B.10

-3U



't^L^ti^j^i» vk Xf \

(118.6)

+ 1 I

(118.8)

etc. On omission of the A interaction term, each of the JC 'S will contain
only terms with r = 0. One notes that the principle previously applied to
the one-electron case is s t i l l successfully operative here. The above form
of the Hamiltonian is unsatisfactory for the sane reasons as then: i t lacks
a sufficiently clear physical interpretation. The difficulty is removed by
performing a normal ordering of the operators. We obtain;

(119)

• M. f—r m

(120)

where the

>

^ 1
are non-zero constants only if

(121)

0

and their explicit form results from the application of Wick'a theorem.

Compared to the previous case, a novel nontrivial element emerges hers: terms

occur, each containing r j 2 electron creation and annihilation operators.

With regard to the Pauli principle they differ from lero only provided that no

two creation operators of annihilation operators of electrons concern the

same state. Thus, these terms describe cooperative pairvise (r • 2), triple

(r • 3), ... interaction of the electrons with, the field. That is to say

that the electrons do not interact with the field independently (individually)

but in complexes of two, three or more electrons. As an example, we shall

consider the effect of cooperative two-photon absorption, given by terms of

the form:

,+

andThe electrons go over from the states and i>n to the states
iu and simultaneously two photons with, the frequencies

are absorbed. At the same time, the condition

and

is fulfilled. The essence of the phenomenon resides in the circumstance

that neither of the two electrons separately could absorb a radiation field

quantum of one of the above given frequencies, since the conditions

-35- -36-



are fulfilled; however, they can do so jointly-.

Cooperative processes represent a highly interesting nonlinear aspect

of interaction of radiation and matter. Although- they doubtlessly deserve

wider consideration we refrain here from their further discussion aa

exceeding "by far the scope of the present paper.

Many electrons; cooperative effects omitted

We select this case ,for closer consideration as that on which we

concentrate, primarily, our attention. As ssumed hy us, the atoma are one-

electron ones. Hence, in the particular case of a single atom, we shall be

dealing vith the previously discussed one-electron system. Before going any

further in our analysis, we exclude the index q., labelling the atoms, from the

set of electron indices u. Neglecting cooperative interactions of electron

and radiation field, we readily obtain from formula (103, 10U):

^
(123)

For the single atom in the system of reference attached to i t s nucleus, the

form of the coupling constants in the above formulae i s identical with that

previously derived for the single electron (100, 101). In general, the

• n^tants xw v ..„ can be represented in the form of a product of

instant x« v u u and a term dependent on q. E.g. on assumption
' ' ' * tti's* •*

t,."i;i\ .o atoms are disposed within a box of volume V and accordingly taking

T_{--<> -/motions in the form

ex) - V
-1/2 ik^X

the coupling constants take the form:

(125)

The vectors &• are determined by the positions and velocities

of the respective atoms at the initial moment of time t - 0:

(126)

V. THE APFROXIMATIQH OF THO-LEVEL ATOMS

The approximation of two-level atoms consists in dealing with the

atoms as i f they possessed l«it tvo levels. The problem of whether a given

physical system can he dealt with in th is way is hy no means simple, and we

shall not discuss i t here but refer to the book by Allen and Eberly and

the paper of Takatsuji11 .

Here, ve shall carry out the approximation tiy projecting the Hilbert

apaces of the electrons of the various atoms onto spaces spanned on tvo

selected electronic eigen-states. We label the l a t t e r 1 and 2, so a» to •

have ^ ( i ) ^ B, (q). At the same time, ve subject a l l operators, including

the Hamilton!an, to the transformation

X -> x - Qxa (127)

where, for the case of S atoma,

N
Q - I •®(tft(MXH+l2X2|)t.

-3T- -3ft.



It should be stressed that the sequence: apply the canonical transformation

(13) and then perform the projection 0-27), cannot he inverted. Even a.

superficial analysis shows that this — the sequence applied In our

paper -leads to physically- meaningful results: no effects "get lost".

In this section we consider atoms for solely traditional reasons.

Obviously, nothing stands in the way of applying the two-level approximation

to other systems as well.

Let us consider the transformed Hamiltonian of the form (122,123).

The two-level approximation then leads directly to the formulae:

X t-
where

(129)

(130)

Kr
(13'1)

a * 1

Lr*» >
Consider operators, defined aa follows:

(132)

-39-

They fulf i l the usual apin commutation rules.

U33)

r .
The value of the q-th. spin IK

This operator commutes with the Kamiltonian (129) and i t s eigenvalues are

1/2 and 0. Strictly, the time evolution of the operator in question is

described by the total Hamiltonian (129); for a given q, the spin can appear

(1/2) and vanish (0) with time. Tho approximation applied by UB has eliminated

the possibility of time-variation of dq .• In this way ve ignore the possi-

bi l i ty of the atoms performing transitions between 1 or 2 and the other levels.

Maybe the two-level approximation could "be enhanced by postulating a time-

dependence of value of <?„ . We would then be dealing with a system of

stochastically appearing and disappearing apins 1/2 i . e . with, a sort of

"spin glass", interacting nonlinearly with the radiation field. Here, however,

we shall restrict ourselves to the ease of froien spins. The Hamiltonian,

described by the formulae (130,131), can be expressed in terms of the spin

operators as follows:

(135)

-1.0-
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y

r-7Ml-f

(136)

where we have made use of t h e fol lowing n o t a t i o n :

C137)

Henceforth q will label only those atoms whose spin equals 1/2.

In many a case i t is highly convenient to use total spin operators,

often referred to as "collective dipole operators". We proceed to give an

example of this. First , we assume homogeneous line broadening i .e . we assume

that E , <5E , E , SE. do not depend on q. At t h e same t i m e ,

we introduce the notation 1

(138)

If the dimensions of the atomic system are small compared to the lengths of

the waves participating in the mode interaction, then the dependence on q

can he neglected in the coupling constants:

U39)

-in-

How, defining operators

5»-

s =
having the meaning of total spin operators,

we obtain the folloving expressions .'

(11*2)

the total spin S has to satisfy the relation S < /g .

If the dimensions of the system are large, it is in general no

longer sufficient to introduce a single operator of total spin. A set of such

operators has to be introduced (see, e.g., ref. 12). Thus e.g. for a system

of atoms in a box of volume V we define (see ref. 13)

i



We shall also moreover apply the notation

A tllf5)

The above operators fulfil the following commutation rules :

UMS)

Since the coupling constants are given by the formulae (125), we obtain:

X, (11*7)

Here, we have come to the c ruc ia l point of our cons idera t ions .

if
The Hamiltonian JO consist in general of an infinite number of terms. It is

well known, however, that in the description of a given physical system not

all of them are equally essential. Some are zero, whereas others may well be

neglected. Regrettably, there are as yet no general criteria for a good

approximation i.e. for deciding as to which effects can be dealt with

independently and which have to be considered jointly. Hence, essentially,

each- physical system has to be analysed individually and the decision lies

-1.3-

with, experiment. In quantum optics, it is. most usual to apply a Hamiltonian

of the form (1^2,1^3), in vhich. all coupling constants but several are omitted.

Two types of Hamiltonians are thus obtained. The one describes processes in

which the 3t&t« of the atom changes. A typical example is the Hamiltonian:

where (for atoms in a box)

' (150)

« * • ' • »
'

In the other type of process the atoms are passive; here, a typical example of

the Hamiltonian is the following:

where

/*-ff2-.(«2)

In this case, averaging can be performed over the spin states and constants

neglected as irrelevant to the dynamics of the system. This leads to the

Hamiltonian:

.(153)

-U-



Obviously, here, summation hears on those X-.-.-V only which, are distinct

from one another.

We proceed to applications. Firs t , we shall derive effective

H&miltonians in the two-level approximation for the case of many-photon

resonance.

Many-photon resonance

We s tar t by considering a system of one atom and one mode of the

radiation field. When possible, we shall omit the index q. labelling the

atom and H labelling the field mode. Let the (usual) p-photon resonance

condition be fulfilled for two states of the atom:

CO. E,-E.

By (130, 131), we easily obtain the following expression:

cocta.

he) }
(155)

and use was made of the identity

(157)

Above, an essential difference by comparison with the usually applied

Haaiiltoniana resides in the fact that, beside the usual shift of the levels,

there appears a shift dependent on the number of photons n = a a and,

moreover, the coupling constants are also functions of n. On performing an

-Its-

approximation consisting in the omission of all terms hut those of lowest

orders in the expansions (156) i.e. in the assumption of

**

(158)

we obtain the Hamiltonian

U59)

If the transition of the electron occurs by way of virtual levels only i .e .

if no intermediate resonance level is present, the explicit form of the con-

stants A can be given easily (on neglecting A - type interaction):

(160)

On re-writing these formulae in the equivalent form

| | + * I v*(i6i)

ih
one immediately sees that they are in agreement with ones derived earlier

The preceding bore on the single atom. For a system of many atoms,

albeit neglecting cooperative interactions, ve obtain similarly .'



In the ahove system ve can go over to a description in terms of spin operators.

U)
where

p
On making the approximation

we obtain the Hamiltonian:

> %

The coupling constants A , calculated on the same assumptions as those

made for the single atom, are of the form:

(166}

We ootain:

r
(1671

For a system of atoms with homogeneously broadened line, the preceding

Hamiltouian can be reduced to the form :

-I47-

(168)

vhlch is a particular case of formula (ll*9). In this Hamiltonian, particularly

i f p = 1, we recognize the well-known Hamiltonian of Dicke.

Hamiltonians of the form (1**°, 150) are vei l adapted to the

visualization of the highly interesting difference between "active" and

"passive" processes, with regard to an atomic system. We shall discuss the

matter further on.

Supereffects (in the meaning of Dicke)

Consider a system of many atoms (N >> l) at interaction with a

radiation field. Suppose the following m-photon processes:

(A) absorption of m-4 photons (indiceB X,+ , > '"i+2' •••^tJ a n d

emission of I photons (indices X. ,Jt_ , . . . X,) v i th , simultaneously,

transition of the atomic system from the upper to the lower s ta te ;

(B) the inverse process, i . e . absorption of 1 photons (indices

* , J L , . . . . X ^ ) and emission of m-Jt photons (indices V | 1+1, 'Je j l+2, . . . . J f^ )

with, simultaneously, transition of the atomic system from the lower to the

upper level;

(C) absorption of m-H photons (indicesW i+ , 7 C £ + 2 , . . . . V ) and

emission of I photons (indices X^, X2< . . . .pe^) with no change in energy

of the atomic system.

-1*8-



Applying Fermi's golden rule we calculate the probabilities, per unit

time of tZie occurrence of the above processes a3 follows;

Here, ¥e describe the atomic system in terms of the total spin and its third

component:

(169)

where ! L > , I f > denote the initial and final states of the system as a

whole, respectively. Hamiltonian 3€ can be expressed by the formula:

(Tt — W J\, LA. f

where /C is the diagonal ^eiator (13). We derive the following, exact

result:

The physical meaning of these has been discussed in ref, 15. We only note

that

(177)

Applying the formula (171), we consider the probabilities per unit

l^*fl 1i Cl 7CQ.W- li^l e. Cl4>) (171) tlme PA ' PB ' PC for the occurrence of tne processes (A), (B) and (C)

- 2 T T
Considering the probabilities per unit time, i t is thus not necessary to take

into account the whole Hamiltonian 'fc • it can be replaced by ^C . In

particular the processes (A), (B) and (c) are described by terms of the

operator 7C as follows:

A+ r, rt <y" U72)

(1T3)

respectively:

(i) incoherently pumped atomic system: pJ/2 • We have, now,

(178)

Hence: PA> Pc o C H ; Pg « . 0.

{ii) thermal eq^uilibrium of the atomic system: /i S* — -i >s . Here,

{ 1 7 9,

respectively.

Let us assume the system to have been, at the initial moment of time,

in a state I i > such that

I... **,...
-1*9-

(175)

Accordingly: PA «5 0 ; P B , Pc oc. H.

(iii) generalized superradiant state: - 4 * ^ 2

-50-
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VI. GENERALIZED MAXMELL-BLQCH EQUATIONS

p
Since S » 1, ve now have P. , P-.OC N and Fn oc N.

In the literature, it has hitherto teen usual to speak of superradiance

ind superfluorescence, the affix "si'.j-'-r' "being meant to underline that the

probability per unit time was dependent on N rather than on N. In this

meaning - which is that of Dicke - all effects of the types (A) and (B) can be

"super-effects", provided that the initial state 1 i > has been prepared

adequately (see, above, the case (3))- The conclusion to be drawn is that all

effects in which the atomic system plays an active role can be super-effects in

the meaning of Dicke. It suffices that the atomic system be prepared in a state

I i > , such that

Hence the definition of this state as a generalized superradiant state. When

expanding the operator tt in a series and cutting off at the first term i.e.

replacing IA, by the unit operator I, we derive ''usual11 superradiant state.

On the other hand, effects In which the atoms are passive in the meaning that

they do not participate in the effect but are its catalysts - their presence

being necessary for its occurrence - cannot be superradiant. For example:

Raman supereffects as well one - and many - photon absorption or emission

supereffects can exist, whereas speaking of a Eayleigh or frequency mixing

(up-conversion) supereffect would make no sense.

We have only one step to make in order to arrive at the generalized

Maxwell-Bloch equations. It suffices to write the Heisenberg equations,

derived by using the Hamiltonian (135, 135! or one of the Handltonians

originating therein and to adjoin terms describing the influence of the

surroundings (damping of the field, relaxation of the atomic systems Langevin

forces, etc). The problem of this adjustment to physical reality has been

considered In various approaches, i.3. "by Haken , Senitzky ' . Louisell

19
and Lax . We derive:

_̂1
2 ^

l

(182.3)

r^ describes the field damping; V}a jY||(i ŝ "1 >7o denote the

transversal and longitudinal constants and the population inversion parameter

of the q-th. two-level atom. J"_ (t) , T" -

respective Langerin forces for the quantities

are the

» aa
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From the mos.t general form of the. Maxwell—Bloch equations as proposed

above, special cases can De derived. Suppose, for example, that Ye deal vith

tke case of a system of atomK at p-photon resonance with th.e radiation field.

We will neglect cooperative effects. Then,by applying the same approximations

as when deriving the Hamiltonlan (165), we obtain the following generalized

Maxwell-Bloch equations (we drop the redundant mode index 24) :

(183.3)

In deriving the generalized Maxwell-Bloch equations (182), we assumed

yet another approximation. In fact, the Hamilton!an part of the Heisenberg

equation for an arbitrary operator X (in two-level approximation) has the

form:

X -i I ft ,X] . (184)

However, we used the formula

X -i IX,X~\, (165)

us performing the replacement

ye - ui"x u >—» 76.

Heplacing "ht j£l*. ay Jc in the equation of motion la, in fact, the

mathematical expression of the' rotating vave approximation (KWA). For this

interpretation we refer to the Dicte Hamiltonian of the form ;

(187)

The commonly used rotating wave approximation gives

RW/» dee)

The application of the procedures described in the previous sections

neglecting term with powers of the coupling constant X higher than one

leads to the same result.

The preceding generalized Maxwell-Bloch equations (182) stand in

direct connection with practice. T&ese equations, when specified for a

concrete physical system, can be used to calculate many effects of quantum

optics. At this point we conclude the considerations of the present paper.

VII . FIHAL REMARK

(186)

An advantage of our method of ob ta in ing e f f e c t i v e Hamiltonians

resides in the fact that i t requires no equation of action. Certain steps

of the method s t i l l need to he refined, thus e.g. the use of the two-level

approximation. Nonetheless, the effective Hamiltonians are derived on a

s t r i c t mathematical basis and can serve for further analyses and evaluations.
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Fig. 1 I t e r a t i o n a l scheme for the ca lcula t ion of operators A\. and

Fig.g Effect described by SE .
— — y

Fig. 3 Effects described by x"1

Fig.4 Effects described by xn

Fig.5 Effects described by x°
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MTENDIX; FSQQS1 QF FQMJIA (261

We have

Xi
±

By equality

1
r!

we obtain

Applying this theorem, ve easily derive formulae for the successive

operators :

- A 7 »
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